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ABSTRACT 
With the reduction of available fossil fuels, the research in the area of renewable energy 
system has been exponentially increased in order to find out an effective solution. Considering the 
case of a PV panel, it is observed that it produces a DC voltage which has to be converted to AC 
for grid connected applications. So a Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) with a PWM control of 
switching action is used for this purpose. 
This project presents the comparative study between unipolar and bi-polar switching 
scheme for single–phase grid-connected inverter system with filter design on the grid side. For 
that, LCL filter is considered and its performance for current ripple reduction on grid-side is 
compared with normal L and LC filter. It is seen that the response for LCL filter show the best 
results with lower current ripple as compared to L and LC Filter. Further, the obtained results 
show that the obtained LCL-filter can provide sufficient attenuation of current harmonics and 
mean while injects a sinusoidal current into the grid for maintaining power quality standard. In 
addition to that, the method to design the inductor is also studied.  
Further, the optimal design of LCL filter for grid connected inverter system is studied. For 
that, initially normal design is considered. Then the conduction and switching losses that are 
caused by the filter are calculated and are optimized considering the level of reduction of 
harmonics. Hence the main aim of the study is to attenuate higher order harmonics along with the 
reduction in switching losses to ensure sinusoidal current injection into the grid. Further, the 
different switching schemes for single phase unipolar full bridge inverter are studied and 
compared to get the switching scheme which gives lesser switching losses. The LCL filter is 
designed accordingly and optimal inductance and capacitance values are obtained. The complete 
model of the study is simulated in MATLAB-Simulink environment for feasibility of the study. 
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Introduction
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1.1 MOTIVATION: 
 
For past couple of decades, energy demand has increased dramatically and also amount of fossil 
fuels has been depleting to a minimum extent. In addition to that environmental pollution has 
also been increased due to CO2 emissions from the conventional power plants namely: thermal 
and nuclear plants As a result, non conventional energy sources of energy such as solar, wind, 
and geothermal have gained popularity now a days. But the conversion efficiency of these 
sources is very less which leads to a very high cost of production. Taking the case of a photo-
voltaic system, the cost of PV panel is very high and at the same time the energy conversion is 
15-20%. In addition to that there are losses that further occur in converting the current so that it 
can be fed to the grid. Also during this conversion process, an inverter that is used to convert DC 
to AC introduces harmonics to the grid side current which may lead to the damage of the load. 
So, design of a filter is necessary to remove these harmonics. Also, power loss reduction is 
needed to improve the efficiency of the system. 
 
1.2 INTRODUCTION: 
 The key issues like future energy demand, environmental problems and depletion of 
fossil fuels have become Global Issue at present scenario. There are different schedules to 
provide solution to these problems. Short term energy schedule and Mid-term energy schedule 
are to save and use the energy efficiently. But our goal is to provide solution for a long term. The 
long term energy schedule is to produce energy by using renewable energy sources such as wind, 
solar, fuel cell etc [1]. Renewable energies are clean and green energies. It depends upon the 
sources e.g. more wind power can be extracted when there is continuous and strong blow of wind 
and solar energy is extracted more during midday. As a result, this type of dispersed power 
generating system causes the power quality problems to the utility grid. Power electronics 
converter is key component to interface renewable energy source (RES) with utility grid to 
satisfy the grid code requirements [2]. Hence these converters are usually connected to the grid 
through a simple L filter to reduce the AC side current harmonic, in order to meet corresponding 
harmonic standards, however, a larger volume of inductance result in deterioration of system 
dynamic response cost. Also such a filter is bulky, inefficient and cannot meet the regulatory 
requirements regarding interconnection of harmonic loads to grid [3]. 
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 The grid interfacing converters are basically power electronic converters acts as an 
interface between electrical load and distributed generation to the grid. This inverter match the 
characteristics of renewable energy source and the requirements of the grid connections, 
provides the DPGS with power system control capabilities, improves power quality and their 
effect on power system stability [9].However, due to non-linear switching characteristics of 
inverter switches, the grid current waveform contains higher order harmonics A filter connected 
in series with the inverter makes sure that the harmonic content is below the specified limit. 
There are different kinds of filters like L, LC and LCL are extensively studied in the 
available literature. Among all of them, LCL filter is proved to have better harmonic attenuation 
for the same value of inductance [10]. The resonance problem in the filter is overcome by using 
different damping methods. The LCL filter is connected in series with the inverter on the output 
side.. The schematic diagram of single-phase grid connected inverter is shown in Fig.1.1 with 
incorporation of LCL filter on grid side. 
 
Fig.1.1. Single phase grid connected inverter with LCL filter 
In this project optimal design of LCL filter for grid connected inverter system is also 
studied. Here, initially normal design is studied. Then the conduction and switching losses that 
are caused by the filter are calculated and are optimized considering the level of reduction of 
harmonics. Hence our main aim is to attenuate harmonics along with the reduction in switching 
losses. Also different switching schemes for single phase unipolar full bridge inverter are studied 
and compared to get the switching scheme which gives lesser switching losses. The LCL filter is 
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designed accordingly and optimal inductance and capacitance values are obtained. All the related 
models are simulated using the MATLAB software and graphs are studied. 
 
1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW: 
The importance of renewable energy sources is given by [1]. The paper [3] gave the initial idea 
of filter of why it is used how it is to be connected. Then the further study continued when the 
more about single phase inverters is studied in [5]. Reference [4]-[7] aided in the comparative 
study between unipolar and bipolar switching schemes and also in the study where LCL filter is 
proved to be a better one in attenuating higher order harmonics. Later in this work, the filter 
design is optimized by following the work of [11] taking the losses caused by the filter. Further 
research continued to reduce the switching loss of the inverter [12] so that the efficiency of the 
whole system is increased. One can reduce the switching losses by simply applying soft 
switching scheme but the external components that are used are sometimes of higher rating than 
that of the switches of the inverter and hence soft switching is not a better option. It is important 
that the inverter supplies appropriate voltage and frequency waveform in island mode. The 
voltage must comply with amplitude and frequency conditions regardless of the type of load 
connected. In order to study the stability of the system, transfer function is found out by making 
small signal analysis [15]. 
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS: 
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents the introduction about the project 
followed by the thesis objectives. 
Chapter 2 deals with Mathematical modelling of the inverter so that the peak to peak 
current and the RMS current on the output side of the inverter can be calculated. Also different 
inverters like full bridge inverter with unipolar switching scheme and half bridge inverter with 
bipolar switching scheme are compared with their respective output current harmonics present in 
order to find out which one is better suitable for grid connected applications. 
Chapter 3 includes the filter design. Initially different types of filters with their 
drawbacks that lead to the introduction of the next one are studied and then, the final LCL filter 
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is designed. Then the damping methods to reduce the resonance effect caused in the filter are 
studied. And then the final optimal filter design which gives lower losses at the THD% which is 
accepted by Grid code requirements is designed. 
Chapter 4 discusses different switching schemes and the scheme that provides lesser 
losses is studied. Then the switching frequency waveform and the losses curve are plotted to 
compare with the other methods.  
Chapter 5 presents the different output waveforms and graphs. Initially the current 
waveforms are studied and then the losses and the THD% graph to optimize the filter design are 
plotted and then switching frequency and losses graphs are plotted and then analyzed. 
Chapter 6 provides the conclusions that derived from the whole project. It shows which 
control action is to be selected and what filter is to be selected and the damping method that suits 
the required needs is found out. Then the future work is discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2
 
 
  
 
 
 
Mathematical Modelling of 
Single Phase Voltage Source 
Inverter 
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2.1 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING: 
2.1.1 Unipolar Switching Scheme: 
     The schematic diagram of full bridge inverter topology is illustrated in Fig.2.1 The grid 
voltage is assumed to be sinusoidal. Thus the fundamental component is shown by 
                                                                                                                              (2.1) 
    The full bridge topology shows us the unipolar switching action, the output is either high to 
zero or low to zero, rather than high to low as shown in Fig 2.2. 
  is on when >  
 is on when - <  
 is on when >  
 is on when - <  
                    
Fig.2.1. Shows the topology for single phase full bridge inverter 
1S evsin triv
2S evsin triv
3S evsin triv
4S evsin triv
0 0  =−= e vv
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Fig.2.2 Output voltage and current waveform of unipolar switching scheme inverters. 
 
In this reverence, analyzes of switching ripple current on the grid-side filter is presented here  
a. Calculation of ripple current and its RMS value 
 
     When the switching frequency swf  is higher than the operating frequency of , then the inverter 
output is regarded to be constant during the switching interval sT . Therefore, the filter inductor 
current is found to be a triangular waveform as shown in Fig.2.2 (a) for full-bridge topology. The 
inductor for unipolar PWM can be measured by 
                                                                                                                         (2.2)   
                                                                                                (2.3) 
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Fig .2.5. RMS calculation of the equivalent of filter inductor ripple current ∆i 
      From that, 
                                                                                             (2.9)
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Since, the RMS value of triangular wave is 3/maxIΔ as shown 
Fig .2.5, therefore the RMS value of the ripple current can be calculated by 
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2.1.2 Bipolar Switching Scheme: 
The topology of bridge that is shown in fig.2.1 can also be used as a half bridge topology if the 
second leg of the full bridge is not used and the node is directly connected to the split of the DC 
source near the ground [4]. 
 
Fig.2.6. Output voltage and current waveform of bipolar switching scheme inverters 
Fig.2.6 illustrates the principle of sinusoidal bipolar PWM using half bridge inverter topology. 
When the instantaneous value of the sine reference is larger than the triangular carrier signal, the 
output is at +Vdc/2 and –Vdc/2 for vice-versa. 
The filter inductor current is found to be a triangular waveform as shown in Fig.2.6. for a bipolar 
switching action. 
Therefore the peak to peak current can be derived similar to that of unipolar switching just by 
replacing by . And it is calculated to be  
                                                                                                   (2.12) 
  
Fig.2.7.Magnitude distribution of  ∆ipp bipolar switching scheme for    μ =0.8 
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CHAPTER 3
 
 
  
 
 
 
LCL Filter design 
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3.1 Types of filter: 
3.1.1 L filters: 
Firstly an L filter is a simple filter designed to mitigate the harmonics in the grid side current. 
But there are many drawbacks of L filter like poor system dynamics, low attenuation and long 
time response. In order to improve the mitigation level, we have to either increase the value of 
the inductor or increase switching frequency where both of them cause increased losses. 
3.1.2 LC filters: 
A shunt element is added to an L filter to improve the attenuation of the switching frequency 
components. Since a capacitance gives low reactance at the high switching frequency it is 
selected as the shunt element. But it is observed that the load impedance across the capacitor is 
very high. 
3.1.3 LCL filters: 
It provides better decoupling between the filter and the grid impedance. It also has better 
attenuation ratio with smaller values of L and C. Hence LCL filter is designed for grid connected 
applications. Resonance is the main problem with LCL filter and it can be damped either by 
using active damping methods or passive damping methods. But for grid connected applications 
passive damping method is necessary in case when inverter is switched off and filter is still 
connected to the grid. 
3.2 LCL filter design with passive damping 
    Here a resistor is connected in series with the capacitor as a part of passive damping scheme.  
Table-1 shows the details of the data used for calculation of filter inductor value [6]. 
b
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2221 π
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Therefore, the switching ripple for full-bridge topology can be calculated by 
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                                                                                     (3.2)
 
For half-bridge topology switching ripple current can be calculated as 
                                                                             (3.3) 
                                                                                            (3.4) 
where, 
P
VZbase
2
=  and  
The resonant frequency should be in the range 10 ωo< ωres< (ωsw/2) which is an important 
condition for filter inductor design. Table-5.2 and Table-5.3 gives the typical filter with their % 
THD values of grid currents. 
22 V
P
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f ω
α
ω ==                                                                                                   (3.5) 
                                                                                                                             (3.6) 
3.3 Optimal LCL Filter design 
The design of the LCL filter should also consider the selection of resonance frequency 
(߱௥௘௦).The resonance frequency depends upon the circuit elements. So, the resonance frequency 
range to be selected to avoid resonance problems, 
2
10 0 swres
ωωω ≤≤                                                                                                                       (3.7) 
Where, ߱଴ is utility frequency and ߱௦௪ is switching frequency. 
Passive damping is adopted for grid connected applications since when inverter is switched off 
still there will be a capacitor to provide the continuity of supply. 
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Fig.3.1.LCL filter design with passive damping 
Resonance frequency is given by the equation, 
LCr
12 =ω                                                                                                                                  (3.8) 
Where L= L1 + L2 and C= C1 + Cf  
The relation between L1 and L2 is given by L1= aLL2 and between C1 and Cf is given by Cf=aCC1 
Determination of  aL and  aC: 
1) Generally L1 and L2 remains same and hence aL=1 
2) The selection of aC is tradeoff between effective damping and power loss in shunt 
damping circuit. So, to get aC we use the following transfer function, 
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To find the Q-factor, 
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Dividing (3.11) by (3.10) we get, 
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Fig.3.2.Variation of Q-factor in terms of ac 
Losses increases with increase in ac and hence the optimal value of ac is found out to be 1 as 
studied in [10] 
3.3.1 Power losses in the damping Circuit: 
The power loss in the damping circuit is calculated as shown below. The losses at switching 
frequency and fundamental frequency are only calculated because other harmonics do not 
contribute much to the losses. Power losses are calculated for p.u. and then actual values are 
calculated for a given base value. 
i) Fundamental frequency power loss: 
 [ ]*)50( Re dcd IUalP =                                                                                                                  (3.13) 
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Where ω50 is fundamental frequency in p.u.(rad/sec), Uc is 1 p.u. 
ii) Switching frequency power loss: 
 
Grid is considered as a short circuit at the switching frequency but it is an ideal voltage at 
fundamental frequency. So at switching frequency Ug=0, 
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Representing Uc and Id as complex fractions,       
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Here, 
ܽ ൌ 0.5   , ܾ ൌ 0.5߱௦௪ ௙ܴܿଷ , ܿ ൌ 1 െ
ఠೞೢమ
ఠೝ
మ  , ݀ ൌ ߱௦௪ܥ௙ܴଷ ቀ1 െ
ఠೞೢమ
ఠೝ
మ
ଵ
ଵା௔೎
ቁ ,ݔ ൌ ߱௦௪ܥ௙ܴଷ,  ݕ ൌ 1  
3.3.2Power losses in the inductor: 
The power losses in the inductor are calculated using the software called Magnetic design where 
the inputs given are inductor value, peak to peak current and RMS current of the ripple. 
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4.1 DIFFERENT SWITCHING METHODS: 
        One more losses that has major contribution to the losses in the inverter system is Switching 
losses of the switches used in the system. Three different methods are studied to reduce the 
losses and the one that is giving lower switching losses is selected. The equations are adopted 
from [13] 
The switching loss for one cycle is assumed to be directly proportional to current [12]. 
Therefore, the average switching loss per cycle can be calculated as 
)(
)(
)( 1
tT
tiK
tq
s
sub ω
ωω =                                                                                                                        (4.1) 
Where K is a constant that depends upon DC voltage, i1 is instantaneous current and Ts is 
switching period. Since, we are going to vary switching frequency in different methods, here 
Ts(wt) is taken as a function. 
The switching losses can be given as 
)(
)sin(2
)( 1
tT
tIK
tq
s
sub ω
φωω −=                                                                                                         (4.2) 
Where φ is the lagging angle of the grid current. 
The average switching losses for a cycle can be derived as follows, 
∫=
π
ωωπω 0
)(1))(( tdtqtTQ subs                                                                                                            (4.3) 
= td
tT
tIK
s
ωω
φω
π
π
∫ −
0
1
)(
)sin(2                                                                                                            (4.4) 
4.1.1 Constant switching frequency: 
In this case we take constant switching frequency. Therefore Ts (wt) remains constant. The 
switching losses graph would be a sinusoidal plot. 
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)sin(2))(( 1 φωω −= t
T
IKtTq
s
s                                                                                                      (4.5) 
a. Constant ripple scheme: 
In this case we take constant required rms current ripple. From that value peak to peak ripple is 
calculated, 
reqrmspkpk II ,32 Δ=Δ −                                                                                                                    (4.6) 
We know that ∆Ipk-pk as derived in [14] 
)sin()).sin(1(
2
)( tmtm
L
TVti aasdcpp ωωω −=Δ                                                                                     (4.7) 
 
Hence Ts(wt) is derived from above equation, 
tmtmV
LI
tT
aad
reqrms
s ωωω sin)sin1(
32
)( ,−
Δ=                                                                                              (4.8) 
Therefore, 
tmtmt
LI
VIKtTq aa
reqrms
d
s ωωφωω sinsin1)sin(32
2))((
,
1 −−Δ=                                                               (4.9) 
4.2 REDUCTION OF SWITCHING LOSSES 
4.2.1 Optimal Switching scheme: 
In this method, the value or function of )( tTs ω  is selected such that the switching losses are 
lower. As derived in [11], 
 3
1
22
' )
)sin()sin1(
)sin(
()(
tmtm
t
CtT
aa
s ωω
φωω −
−=                                                                                   (4.10) 
Where,  
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Substituting the above function of )( tTs ω in )( tqsub ω we get the expression for switching loss, 
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TABLE-5.1. DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Parameters Value 
Rated power P 1 KVA 
Rated voltage V 230 V 
Operating frequency fo 50 Hz 
Switching frequency fsw 5 KHz 
TABLE-5.2.  FILTER VALUES AND THD% FOR UNIPOLAR SWITCHING SCEHME 
Filter L LC LCL 
Inductance 1.475mH 1.475mH L1=1.028mH 
L2=0.4469mH 
Capacitance - 16.44 Fμ
 
16.44 Fμ  
Resistance - - 3.15Ω  
THD% 5.95 1.58 0.7 
TABLE-5.3. FILTER INDUCTANCE VALUE AND THD% FOR BI-POLAR SWITCHING SCHEME 
Filter L LC LCL 
Inductance 0.405mH 0.405mH L1=0.2833mH 
L2=0.1232mH 
Capacitance - 16.44 Fμ  16.44 Fμ  
Resistance - - 1.65Ω  
THD% 6.08 2.7 1.5 
 
From the above tables it is observed that for the same value of inductance L filter offers lower 
attenuation whereas LCL offers better mitigation than that of L and LC. Also when unipolar and 
bipolar switching schemes are compared, for the same filter connected on the grid side of the 
inverter, it is proved that Unipolar has better attenuation because it has four switches. But at the 
same time it has higher switching losses because it has more number of switching than that of 
bipolar which has only two switches. These losses are compensated by better THD%. Hence it is 
obtained that unipolar switching with LCL filter is better for and Grid connected applications and 
further research is continued taking them. 
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TABLE-5.4.: POWER LOSSES IN FILTER 
Inductance 
(L) in p.u. 
Total losses at 
fundamental 
frequency(50Hz)
Total losses at 
switching 
frequency (5 kHz)
Total losses in 
capacitor (C1) 
and damping 
circuit 
0.01 0.4650 0.2575 64.5410 
0.02 0.6540 0.1235 32.2270 
0.03 0.9470 0.0815 21.4847 
0.04 1.1780 0.0645 16.1135 
0.05 1.2880 0.0505 12.8900 
0.06 1.4540 0.0425 10.7400 
0.07 2.0750 0.0385 9.2070 
0.08 2.1380 0.0335 8.0500 
0.09 1.8970 0.0305 7.1650 
0.1 2.1320 0.0255 6.4400 
 
 
Fig.5.1 Variation of total power losses with L in p.u. 
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TABLE 5.5.Total losses with THD% variation 
Inductance (L) 
in p.u. 
Total losses of 
filter 
THD% 
0.01 65.2635 4.75 
0.02 33.0045 1.39 
0.03 22.5132 2.48 
0.04 17.3560 5.13 
0.05 14.2285 7.59 
0.06 12.2365 9.69 
0.07 11.3205 11.56 
0.08 10.2215 13.12 
0.09 9.0925 14.43 
0.1 8.5975 15.88 
 
Table 5.4 gives the total losses in the filter. With the increase in inductor value, it is observed 
that losses at fundamental frequency tend to increase whereas at switching frequency the losses 
are reduced. From the above graph an inductor value of 0.02 pu has lower THD% and at the 
same time lower losses. But previously we found out that mHL 875.4≥  and also the power losses 
tend to decrease with increase in L, but this is limited by the THD%. We cannot increase the 
value of L where its THD% increases over 5%. Therefore the inductor value should be less than 
19mH where the THD% is 5.13 as per TABLE 5.5. So considering both the factors we therefore 
the optimal values are L= 4.875mH, C= 0.149mF and R=5.7199ohm and with THD% of 
3.2%.Now different switching methods are studied for inverter with the filter. The values of filter 
are taken as derived from the above procedure. 
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Fig.5.2.Normalised switching frequency 
 
Fig.5.3.Normalised switching frequency at 
6
πφ =  
Above two plots are for normalized switching frequency for all the three methods. For all the 
methods, the parameters like DC input voltage, modulation index are taken same. Fig.5.2. shows 
the plot where 0=φ whereas Fig.5.3.  is of 
6
πφ =   . When the switching frequency is compared 
to the current ripple at that moment is observed that in case of optimal switching scheme, 
switching frequency is higher when ripple is high and it is lower for smaller ripple. In the 
constant ripple scheme the switching frequency is directly proportional to the magnitude of 
ripple [7]. In the Fig. 5.3, it is observed that at certain angle the switching frequency has 
increased to an infinite value which is practically not possible. In this case the highest amount of 
switching frequency should be limited for the safety of equipment. Hence these changes in the 
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switching frequency results in the changes in switching losses which are further plotted in 
Fig.5.4. and Fig.5.5.respectively. 
 
Fig.5.4.Switching loss and their average values for a cycle 
                 
Fig.5.5. Switching loss and their average values at 
6
πφ =  
 
The average is switching losses plotted above proves that the losses for constant switching is 
lower than that of from constant ripple scheme and optimal switching scheme. It is observed 
though the optimal switching scheme has higher switching losses at some period; it has lower 
losses at peak values. In the case where
6
πφ = , there more reduction losses compared to constant 
ripple losses at peak values.  
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6.1 CONCLUSIONS: 
 In this project the optimal design of LCL filter and switching loss reduction in grid 
connected inverter system is studied. From the study, the following observations are made. LCL 
filter can provide good grid synchronization without knowledge of grid impedance. Furthermore, 
The RMS calculation of the switching ripple current can be used for loss calculation of grid-
connected single-phase inverter systems. The agreement with the simulation results to a 
prodigious extent with a good sinusoidal current, a lesser harmonic component is obtained. An 
optimal LCL filter design along with switching loss reduction is done. Hence, the optimal filter 
is designed considering THD% and ripple factor. And for that value of inductor different 
switching losses are studied. It is found that for grid connected system where switching of 
inverter is very low, constant switching scheme has much lower losses compared to the other two 
methods. But, during load variation there would be variation in switching frequency and hence 
constant frequency cannot be maintained. In order overcome this draw back one can employ 
adaptive hysteresis control in the inner feedback control loop which is also called constant ripple 
scheme.  However, it is found that optimal switching scheme gives lesser switching losses and 
maintaining of constant switching frequency is beyond the scope of this project. 
6.2 FUTURE WORK: 
Further this work can be continued simulating the closed loop response and improving the whole 
performance of the system. Also now-a-days active damping is also applied for grid connected 
applications, which provide lesser filter without resonance problem.    
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A. SMALL SIGNAL OF SINGLE PHASE VSI: 
Case 1: 
When switches S1 and S2 are ON the resulting circuit will be as shown in Fig.A.1. 
 
Fig.A.1. when S1 and S2 switches are ON 
The calculations of small signal modeling are adopted from [15]. Applying KVL in the 
above circuit 
ܮ ௗ௜ಽ
ௗ௧
ൌ ௗܸ௖ െ ଴ܸ                                                                                                               (A.1) 
ܽ݊݀ 
݅஼ ൌ ݅௅ െ ݅଴                                                                                                                      (A.2) 
ܥ ௗ௏಴
ௗ௧
ൌ ݅௅ െ
௏బ
ோ
                                                                                                                 (A.3) 
Case 2: 
When switches S3 and S4 are ON, the resulting circuit will be fig.A.2. 
By applying KVL in the above circuit, 
ܮ ௗ௜ಽ
ௗ௧
ൌ ଴ܸ െ ௗܸ௖                                                                                                               (A.4) 
And 
݅஼ ൌ െ݅௅ െ ݅଴                                                                                                                   (A.5) 
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Fig.A.2. when switches S3 and S4 are ON 
ܥ ௗ௏೎
ௗ௧
ൌ െ݅௅ െ
௩బ
ோ
                                                                                                               (A.6) 
Let’s consider average value of the inductor current and capacitor voltage over a switching 
period Ts. 
 
ܮ ௗழ௜ಽவ೅ೞ
ௗ௧
ൌ ݀ ڄ ۦ ௗܸ஼ െ ଴்ܸۧ௦ ൅ ݀′ ڄ ۦ ଴ܸ െ ௗܸ஼ۧ୘ୱ                                                            (A.7) 
Where d= duty cycle, and d’=1-d 
And 
ܥ ௗழ௏Cவ೅ೞ
ௗ௧
ൌ ݀ ڄ ർi௅ െ
௏బ
ோ
඀
்௦
൅ ݀′ ڄ ർi௅ െ
௏బ
ோ
඀
୘ୱ
                                                                   (A.8) 
 
Lets define an operating point as follows 
Duty cycle =D 
Input Voltage = Vdc 
Output Voltage = V0 
Capacitor Voltage = VC 
Inductor current = IL 
Source current = Is 
In order to design a small signal model we will have to consider a small perturbation along 
with its steady state values 
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൏ ܸୢ ୡ ൐்௦ൌ ௗܸ௖ ൅ ݒௗ௖ 
൏ ଴ܸ ൐்௦ൌ ଴ܸ ൅ ݒ଴ 
൏ D ൐்௦ൌ ܦ ൅ ݀ 
൏ ܫL ൐்௦ൌ ܫ௅ ൅ ݅௅ 
൏ Cܸ ൐்௦ൌ ஼ܸ ൅ ݒ஼ 
Putting above values in equation (A.7) and (A.8) 
 ܮ ௗூಽ
ௗ௧
ൌ ܦ ൅ ݀ כ ௗܸ௖ ൅ ݒௗ௖ െ ଴ܸ െ ݒ଴ ൅ 1 െ ܦ െ ݀ כ െ ௗܸ௖ െ ݒௗ௖ ൅ ଴ܸ ൅ ݒ଴               (A.9) 
On simplification, the equation (A.9) gives rise to multiplication of steady state value terms 
along with linear and non linear terms. Multiplication of perturbation terms can be 
neglected as its results are very small. So resulting expression would be 
             ܮ ௗூಽ
ௗ௧
ൌ ܦ െ ܦ′௩೏೎ െ ܦ െ ܦ′௩బ ൅ 2 ଴ܸ݀ ൌ ሺ2ܦ െ 1ሻݒௗ௖ െ 2݀ െ 1ݒ଴ ൅ 2 ௗܸ௖݀           (A.10) 
Similarly, 
ܥ ௗ௏಴
ௗ௧
ൌ ሺ2ܦ െ 1ሻ݅௅ െ
௏బ
ோ
൅ 2ܫ௅݀                                                                                   (A.11) 
The resulting small signal model will be fig.A.3. 
 
Fig.A.3. small signal model 
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B. INDUCTOR FILTER DESIGN: 
Relationship between flux, mmf and permeance is [7]. 
iN ..Λ=φ
                                                                                                                         (B.1)                        
Differentiating the above equation and multiplying with N 
dt
diN
dt
dN 2.Λ=φ
                                                                                                  (B.2)
 
dt
diL
dt
diNe =Λ= 2.
                                                                                                            (B.3)                         
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                                                                        (B.4)       
As we know inductor is used as an energy storing device, therefore, 
2
2
2 .
2
1
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1 mmf
N
mmfLLiEl Λ=⎟⎠
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⎛==
                                                                              (B.5)
 
An air gap is generally introduced for inductive applications wherein the core needs to 
store energy which is known as fringing model [5, 6].              
ρ=
                                                                                                  (B.6)
 
V
KVAI f ××= 9.03
     
LfjIE fl π2×=                                                                                                 (B.7)
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,                                                                                               (B.10) 
According to the values of and the core is selected and the inductor is designed. 
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